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10^−6^. (**b**) For the glioma tissue, 79 genes are
highly expressed in malignant glioma tissue than in
benign tumor, and the other genes are not expressed.
Discussion and Conclusion {#Sec16}
========================= In this study,
we present a novel probabilistic method, LBR, to
identify DE genes in two-group comparison
experiments. LBR combines the ideas of BH and the
Wasserstein metric into a new framework. Our results
show that LBR is more effective in identifying DE
genes than other methods. In addition, LBR has better
performances with less computational complexity than
the other two methods (i.e., limma and SAM).
Furthermore, we applied LBR to identify DE genes in
TCGA data from four cancers and in a glioma dataset.
We have identified 11 DE genes in the glioma dataset,
which are associated with glioma. These results
suggest that LBR is a promising tool to identify DE
genes. However, LBR also has some limitations. In



particular, for the calculation of LBR, the biological
background of the samples may affect the
performance of LBR. For example, for the lung cancer
dataset, LBR identifies more DE genes than limma and
SAM. But, for the glioma dataset, limma and SAM
identify more DE genes than LBR. In this study, we
only compare LBR with limma and SAM, two
representative statistical methods. For the future, we
will consider the other methods, including SAM-FDR
and SAM-Pair. In addition, we only use four datasets
to compare the performances of limma, SAM, LBR and
LBR
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Broken package dependency list in new Ubuntu
release? I have the xserver-xorg-video-nouveau and
xserver-xorg-video-radeon graphics drivers installed
on my PC and I'm logged in as my standard user (with



sudo rights). I am in Ubuntu 14.10 and when I launch
System Settings, there are only 2 non-free drivers
listed: nouveau-firmware and fglrx-updates. I just
installed a Radeon 6750M and both of these drivers
are displayed as enabled when the settings screen is
shown. There is no display so I am unable to uninstall
drivers or change what display device is in use. I did
an update to Ubuntu 12.04.3 LTS yesterday and the
drivers are broken in the same way. It seems that they
are not being downloaded properly as the section in
the settings screen is empty and apt-get tells me that
the drivers are already installed. You might want to
install the following packages: xserver-xorg-video-
nouveau Use 'apt-get autoremove' to remove them.
The following packages have unmet dependencies:
xserver-xorg-video-radeon: Depends: xserver-common
(>= 2:1.17.99) but 2:1.15.99.1-0ubuntu1 is installed
xserver-common: Depends: xserver-xorg-core (>=
2:1.17.99) but 2:1.17.99.1-0ubuntu1 is installed
xserver-common: Depends: xserver-xorg-video-fbdev
(>= 0.0.2) but it is not going to be installed xserver-
common: Depends: xserver-xorg-video-vesa (>=
2:1.1.0) but it is not going to be installed 04aeff104c
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